## Description

We need a new param to set the `host_registration_insights` parameter for registered host to false or true. Based on that the GRT should render the corresponding parameter for the HRT endpoint.

## Related issues

- Related to Feature #30440: Simple & automatic host registration WF

## Associated revisions

- **Revision 58b0b69e - 10/29/2020 06:32 PM - Leos Stejskal**
  - Fixes #31021 - Global Registration & Insights setup parameter (#8091)
  - New parameter :setup_insights, allowing user to enable / disable installation of insights-client on the host.
  - If :setup_insights is set, 'host_registration_insights' parameter for the host will be created (or updated, if it exists already).

---

**History**

### #1 - 10/07/2020 05:13 PM - Marek Hulán
- Related to Feature #30440: Simple & automatic host registration WF added

### #2 - 10/21/2020 09:18 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8091 added

### #3 - 10/29/2020 06:32 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.3.0 added

### #4 - 10/29/2020 07:01 PM - Leos Stejskal
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman|58b0b69e5bf31e65206c259f81f9abc09ac74.
- Category set to Host registration